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Abstract: Urology is one of the fields that are always at the frontline of bringing scientific advancements into clinical practice, including 3D printing (3DP). This study aims to discuss and presents the current role of 3D-printed phantoms and devices for organ-specified applications in urology. The discussion started with a literature search regarding the two mentioned topics within PubMed, Embase, Scopus, and EBSCOhost databases. 3D-printed urological organ phantoms are reported for providing residents new insight regarding anatomical characteristics of organs, either normal or diseased, in a tangible manner. Furthermore, 3D-printed organ phantoms also helped urologists to prepare a pre-surgical planning strategy with detailed anatomical models of the diseased organs. In some centers, 3DP technology also contributed to developing specified devices for disease management. To date, urologists have been benefitted by 3D-printed phantoms and devices in the education and disease management of organs of in the genitourinary system, including kidney, bladder, prostate, ureter, urethra, penis, and adrenal. It is safe to say that 3DP technology can bring remarkable changes to daily urological practices.
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1. Introduction

Improvements and innovations in 3D printing (3DP) technology have influenced wide applications, including aerospace[1], automotive[2], and medicine[3]. In aerospace, 3D is used to optimize a material structural component topologically and reduces the element stiffness, which could reduce its weight or volume and benefitted the aerospace design process, respectively[1]. Meanwhile, 3DP in automotive industries is applied for tooling up a stamping process for producing body panels. This approach enables the manufacturing of stamping inserts using similar high performance alloy steel as in conventional tooling without losing tool mechanical properties[2].

In medicine, 3D has been utilized to fabricate prosthetics[4], implants[5,6], medical instruments[7], and pharmaceutical products[8]. 3D technology also offers significant advantages and potentials, which may facilitate a patient-specific treatment planning[9]. Even further, this technology branched into 3D bioprinting, which aims to pattern and assemble living and non-living material transfer processes to produce bioengineered structures[10]. In practice, 3D bioprinting commonly combines living cells, extracellular matrices (ECM), and polymeric scaffolds as artificial organs for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine purposes[10,11].

In surgeries, a thorough anatomical understanding of the targeted organ must be obtained preoperatively to achieve a suitable surgical strategy. Such essential step was often obtained from the preceding interpretation of the conventional two-dimensional radiology imaging[12]. Although 3D visualization of these images might be available,
3D-printed models were shown to be superior to 3D images in pre-operative planning. This was due to the ability of 3D models to provide more details and tactile representations of organ anatomical aspects for the operators\textsuperscript{[13-15]}. The anatomical models may also be used for mock surgeries and pre-surgical adjustment of instrumentation, thus reducing the operation time, ensuring better approach, and instrument compatibility. Several surgeries have received advantages from this approach, including vascular surgery for endovascular aneurysm repair, cardiac surgery for pre-surgical tumor resection planning and congenital defect repair, neurosurgery for navigation training, and in orthopedic surgery for tumor resection planning and trauma injury treatment\textsuperscript{[15]}. In addition to its utilization as an anatomical model and surgical guide, 3DP technology is also commonly used in implant manufacturing. Patient-specific implant (PSI) is a perfect-fit implant used to restore the anatomy, relationship, and function of a patient’s organ. These implants have been reported in orthopedics, thoracic surgery, ophthalmology, and neurosurgery\textsuperscript{[15]}. The field of urology has also been at the frontline of bringing scientific advancement into clinical practice and surely 3DP technology is no exception. Many reviews have discussed the involvement of 3DP technology in urology. Unfortunately, the existing reviews are mostly focused on the technological aspects and general clinical impacts of 3D-printed products in urological practices without explicitly categorizing the importance of 3DP technology per genitourinary organ\textsuperscript{[16-20]}. This study aims to present and discuss the recent advancement of 3D printed phantoms and devices for organ-specified appliances in the field of urology.

2. Methods

We conducted a comprehensive search in the literature discussing 3D printed phantoms and devices for urological organ appliances within PubMed, Embase, Scopus, and EBSCOhost databases. To identify relevant studies, we used the search terms “3D Printing” and “Urology.” Initially, from the four databases, 56 potentially relevant publications were listed. A total of 35 journals have been included for analysis after exclusions.

3. 3D Printing

There are three manufacturing techniques: Formative, subtractive, and additive manufacturing (AM). Compared to two other techniques, AM, or the so-called 3DP, is the most suitable for prototyping and low volume production of complex designs as it may produce parts in almost any geometry\textsuperscript{[21]}.

To create a model, 3DP integrates two simultaneous subprocesses: The physical formation and the sequential attachment of each layer. Each layer is two-dimensionally contoured in an xy-plane before finally, the layer stack forms the third (z) dimension. In 2015, the ISO/ASTM 52900 Standard was set and established seven categories in the 3DP processes. These categories include material extrusion (ME), vat polymerization (VP), powder bed fusion (PBD), material jetting (MJ), binder jetting (BJ), direct energy deposition (DEP), and sheet lamination (SL). Each process has its supporting technology as well as the materials used\textsuperscript{[21,22]}.

Each category of 3DP processes in the ISO/ASTM 52900 Standard has also been used for medical purposes\textsuperscript{[23]}. ME and VP have been used for casing fabrication of medical instruments\textsuperscript{[7,24]}, scaffolds\textsuperscript{[25]}, prostheses\textsuperscript{[25,26]}, and phantoms of organs\textsuperscript{[27]}. Meanwhile, PBD, MJ, BJ, DEP, and SL are reported to be used for bone reconstructions and porous implants made of metals (i.e., Fe, Mg, and Ti)\textsuperscript{[28,29]}. Metal-based scaffolds can also be fabricated using MJ and BJ\textsuperscript{[29]}, which are mainly applied for bone fracture repairment.

Printing a 3D printed model requires several steps (Figure 1). Printing an original design started with a 3D modeling using computer-aided design (CAD) software. Subsequently, the CAD file was converted into a standard tessellation language (.stl) file so that it can be processed in computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software. In the field of 3D printing, the CAM software is commonly known as 3D slicer software. In a 3D slicer software, a user can set up and adjust printing parameters according to the user’s specification. Some 3D slicers are open source, but some others are exclusively provided by the 3D printer manufacturers.

The design for 3D printing can also be obtained without 3D modeling. This can be performed using 3D scanning. The widely used “3D scanning” equipment in the medical field includes computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanners, which commonly results in a digital imaging and communications in medicine (.dicom) file. A DICOM file is filled with a
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two-dimensional (2D) image of a scanned body part. The compilation of DICOM files for a body part can be reconstructed into a 3D model[30], which is subsequently converted into a standard tessellation (.stl) file for 3D printing[31]. However, before conversion, the 3D model is refined or segmented to isolate a specific to-print tissue. The refinement is required since the 3D reconstructed model is sometimes incomplete due to the limitations in the 3D reconstruction software. In this case, transfer learning, one of neural network techniques, and generative adversarial network (GAN) can be implemented to fine-tune the incomplete 3D reconstructed model[32,33]. Similar to the refinement process, the segmentation process requires neural networks to accurately classify the desired tissues. Nonetheless, the accuracy of segmentation depends on the dataset used during the training of neural networks. To date, transfer learning can be used to develop a segment classifier for a limited DICOM data[32].

To this day, stereolithography (SLA), a form of vat polymerization, is one of the common 3DP techniques for surgeries due to its high precision and great surface finishing[34]. SLA is a form of vat polymerization process where a high intensity light source is focused on to a vat of liquid polymer bath. The illuminated area of the polymer bath will thus photochemically solidify, forming the layer of the desired 3D object. The finished layer will descend and the focused light will renders the next layer[34].

Eventually, 3DP technology provides two levels of application: Rapid prototyping and rapid manufacturing. Rapid prototyping of organs may be helpful in surgical planning, resident training, and patient education, while rapid manufacturing may facilitate the creation of an on-demand patient-specific medical devices, implants, or prostheses[35].

4. Urology training and patient education

The increasingly complex urological procedures have brought more challenges toward patient education. 3D-printed organ models may provide new modes of patient education, thus may help urologists in obtaining patient consent[36]. A survey conducted by Wake et al. concluded that pre-operative 3D-printed models improved patients’ understanding of their condition and the goals of the surgery[37]. Similar findings to Wake et al., Ilie et al. demonstrated the questionnaire data that show the satisfaction of the patients regarding the use of 3D-printed model during the clinical case discussion and were satisfied with this new way of communication[38].

On the other hand, 3D-printed organ models may also help urologists and residents understand detailed anatomy of the diseased organs. Atalay et al. investigated the impact of 3D-printed renal models on residents’ perception before percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PNL) [39]. The results showed that the models provided a better comprehension of the pelvicalyceal system compared to conventional imaging. A similar investigation conducted by Lee et al. resulted in consistent results[38]. The 3D printed urological models are presented in Figure 2.

Since the simulation training has been utilized as a complementary training method in urology, 3D-printed models can potentially provide solutions to several drawbacks identified in the traditional cadaveric training[39]. Several studies have indicated the benefits of 3DP technology in various types of urological simulations. Unfortunately, these studies did not yet have sufficient level of evidence, thus further randomized control trials are still needed, with a particular focus on validity and educational impact[16,40-45].

5. Urological disease management

A more detailed description of the application of 3D-printed phantoms and related devices is presented below based on their use in the management of diseases in each genitourinary organ (Table 1). Some footages of 3D-printed phantoms and devices are presented in Figure 3.

5.1. Kidneys

(1) Renal stones

In percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PNL), needle positioning greatly influences the duration of the
Table 1. Summary of 3D-printed products based on genitourinary organs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organ</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>3DP Technique</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Advantage and Efficacy</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>Renal stones</td>
<td>Surgical guide for PNL</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>• Faster access of needle during a PNL-procedure</td>
<td>• Requiring an on-site 3D printer</td>
<td>Golab et al. [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Renal masses</td>
<td>Renal stone model for volume calculation</td>
<td>MJ</td>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>• Enabling stone volume calculation in renal stone treatment</td>
<td>• The use of ellipsoid formula in measuring the stone volume, which tends to oblate or prolate in shape</td>
<td>Canat et al. [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Renal tumor model for LPN</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Nylon powder</td>
<td>• Accurate anatomical guidance</td>
<td>• Small sample size</td>
<td>Fan et al. [49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal transplantation</td>
<td>Atherosclerosis artery model for renal transplantation</td>
<td>MJ</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Nylon powder</td>
<td>• Improved LPN performance</td>
<td>• Lack of 3D printing technique information</td>
<td>Dezinet et al. [52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular disease</td>
<td>Extravascular stent for PNS</td>
<td>PBD</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Ti alloy</td>
<td>• Translucent resin 28A, ABS</td>
<td>• Random printing choice of calcified atheroma form with a density &gt; 300 HU</td>
<td>Guo et al. [54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bladder Dysfunction</td>
<td>Navigation template for SNS</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>• No post-operative migration, collapse, of erosion of the stent</td>
<td>• No complications, side effects, or left renal vein restenosis</td>
<td>Wang et al. [54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bladder Dysfunction</td>
<td>Implantable actuator system for bladder void dysfunction</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Flexible rubber-like material</td>
<td>• Improved procedure and accuracy of puncture</td>
<td>• Lack of human clinical trials</td>
<td>Hassani et al. [56]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Contd...)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organ Case</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>3DP Technique</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Advantage and Efficacy</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stress Urinary Incontinence</td>
<td>Pessary fitting for SUI patients</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>Mold: PLA</td>
<td>• Anatomically compatible pessary</td>
<td>• Small sample size for validation</td>
<td>Barsky et al. [57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bladder Cancer</td>
<td>In vitro bladder cancer model</td>
<td>Bioprinting</td>
<td>Gelatin methacryloyl (GelMA) • Cells</td>
<td>• More accurate drug response evaluation • Opportunity of personalized medicine</td>
<td>• Indirect fabrication; requiring mold fabrications • Lacking extracellular matrix, an essential component of tumor biology</td>
<td>Kim et al. [61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate Biopsy</td>
<td>Prostate tumor model</td>
<td>VP</td>
<td>Resin</td>
<td>• Accurate replication of tumor construction, location, size, and morphology • Avoided missed diagnosis • Increased rate of biopsy</td>
<td>• Small sample size for validation</td>
<td>Wang et al. [63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostatectomy</td>
<td>Prostate cancer model</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Resin</td>
<td>• Accurate concordance between the models and the histological index lesion location and extension</td>
<td>• Small sample size for validation</td>
<td>Shin et al. [65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate cancer model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of 3D printing technique information</td>
<td>Chandak et al. [66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ureteral stent</td>
<td>Flow characterization of ureteral DJ stents</td>
<td>PBD</td>
<td>Nylon polyether block amide</td>
<td>• Comparable flow characteristics between conventional and 3D-printed stents</td>
<td>• Requiring access sheath for stent deployment • Lacking tapered end of the stent • Slight decrease in forward flow</td>
<td>Del Junco et al. [68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vesicoureteral reflux</td>
<td>Flap valve on the tip of anti-reflux ureteral stent</td>
<td>MJ</td>
<td>Silicon elastomer</td>
<td>• Stoppage of backward flow</td>
<td>• Lack of 3D printing technique and material information</td>
<td>Park et al. [69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ureteral stone</td>
<td>Upper renal calyx model for ureteral stone removal</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>• Safe and effective stone removal procedure</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kuroda et al. [70]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table 1. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organ</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>3DP Technique</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Advantage and Efficacy</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urethra</td>
<td>Urethral injury</td>
<td>Urethral model of PFUI</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>• Understanding of complex anatomies of the posterior urethra and other organs</td>
<td>• Lack of material information • Downscale model to 80% of the size</td>
<td>Joshi and Kulkarni[71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urethral structure</td>
<td>In vitro tissue engineered urethral model</td>
<td>Bioprinting</td>
<td>PCL/PLCL Cell-laden hydrogel</td>
<td>• Multilayer of cell constructs • Good cell viability • Similarity in mechanical properties of native cells</td>
<td>• Use of rabbit cells, instead of real human cells</td>
<td>Zhang et al[72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urethral dynamics</td>
<td>Urinary tract phantom for urodynamic investigations</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>Mold: PLA Product: PVA cryogel</td>
<td>• Mimicking ability in urethra’s geometric, mechanical, and hydrodynamic characteristics</td>
<td>• Indirect fabrication; requiring mold fabrications</td>
<td>Ishii et al[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penis</td>
<td>Penile cancer</td>
<td>Penile surface mold brachytherapy</td>
<td>VP</td>
<td>Polycarbonate-like resin</td>
<td>• Non-invasive ambulatory procedure • Minimal pain during the application</td>
<td>• Small sample size for validation</td>
<td>D’Alimonte et al[74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Penile reconstruction</td>
<td>Bio-scaffold for tissue engineering of penile fibrous tissue</td>
<td>Bioprinting</td>
<td>PCL Fibroblast cells</td>
<td>• Well-defined and homogenous porous structure of the scaffolds • Good proliferation and differentiation of the cells</td>
<td>• Small sample size • No investigation on the bioavailability of cell-seeded scaffold in an in vivo animal model</td>
<td>Yu et al[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrenal</td>
<td>Adrenalectomy</td>
<td>Phantom for pre-surgical planning of partial adrenalectomy</td>
<td>VP</td>
<td>Translucent resin</td>
<td>• No intra-operative and post-operative complications • Cortisol replacement initiation right after surgery</td>
<td>• Status of the study being a single case report</td>
<td>Srougi et al[76]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

procedure, the duration of exposure to fluoroscopy radiation, and complications. Golab et al. reported their experience using a customized 3D-printed surgical guide made of polylactic acid (PLA) for a PNL procedure. The guide was designed with a needle insertion path and spinous process projections on its surface to facilitate a safe and precise needle insertion into the stone location. The procedure was completed without any complication[46].

The size and location of stones are crucial prognostic parameters in estimating the result of endoscopic stone removal treatment as well as the possibility of spontaneous
stone passage. In a retrospective study conducted by Canat et al., renal stone volumes of 27 PNL patients were measured using a 3D-printed model. Comparison with the true stone volume showed that renal stone volume calculation using 3D-printed models provided a more accurate estimation of renal stone volume (Figure 2D)\(^{[47]}\).

2) Renal masses

Nephron-sparing approach is now routinely used in surgical treatment of small renal tumors. A systematic review of 27 studies conducted by Lupulescu et al. showed that the use of 3D-printed models for pre-operative planning allows for a greater amount of intraoperative tissue salvage\(^{[48]}\).

Fan et al. conducted a retrospective analysis of 127 patients who have experienced 3DP-assisted and traditional laparoscopic partial nephrectomy (LPN) with several kidney models (Figure 3A). Complex cases in the 3DP-assisted LPN group were reported to experience significantly shorter warm ischemia time and less intraoperative blood loss compared to the traditional LPN group\(^{[49]}\). Training with 3DP models has also been reported to provide accurate anatomical guidance on robot-assisted partial nephrectomy procedures and laparoscopic heminephrectomy in a horseshoe kidney tumor case\(^{[50,51]}\).

3) Renal transplantation

Transplant patients often have numerous arterial calcifications due to their underlying diseases and risk factors. A technical note reported by Denizet et al. showed that preoperative 3D-printed models of recipients’ aortoiliac axis may aid the kidney transplant surgeons in locating the calcified plaques, thus reducing operating time and rate of complications at the anastomosis site\(^{[52]}\).

4) Vascular disease

The interest in 3D-printed surgical instruments for intraoperative use has also been developed. Guo et al. reported a case of posterior nutcracker syndrome treated with laparoscopic placement of a 3D-printed extravascular stent. Postoperatively, the stent was shown to be safe with no migration, collapse, or erosion\(^{[53]}\). Subsequently, Wang et al. conducted a similar study involving 17 nutcracker syndrome patients who had been treated with extravascular titanium stents. Follow-up examinations showed that none of the patients had complications, side effects or left renal vein restenosis\(^{[54]}\).

5.2. Bladder

1) Bladder dysfunction

The sacral nerve stimulation (SNS) has been a convenient therapy for lower urinary tract dysfunction that is poorly responsive to conventional treatment. Zhang et al. demonstrated the clinical application of a 3D-printed navigation template for assisting lead implantation on SNS (Figure 3C). The template was designed with puncture holes and fixation poles to facilitate secure lead implantation to the closest site possible to the sacral nerve. The utilization of this 3D-printed navigation template significantly decreased the amount of sacral foramina punctures, the puncture time, and the radiation exposure\(^{[55]}\).

Nonetheless, patients with sacral or pudendal nerves injured or damaged, or patients with degenerated detrusor muscles will not find any benefit from neuromodulation. Hassani et al. built a flexible implantable actuator system to contract the bladder directly and physically of an anesthetized rat to achieve on demand micturition. Their findings showed that this device may have potential use in patients with voiding dysfunction\(^{[56]}\).

2) Stress urinary incontinence (SUI)

By compressing the urethra against the pubic symphysis and increasing the pressure of urethral closure, which simultaneously decreases urinary leakage, pessaries
can effectively relieve symptoms of stress urinary incontinence (SUI). The secret to symptom enhancement is proper mechanical fit. Barsky et al. announced that a personalized 3D-printed pessary was successfully implanted into an SUI patient. 3DP permits an anatomically compatible pessary that can be generated reproducibly[57].

(3) Bladder cancer

Neobladder after radical cystectomy is the gold standard method for urinary diversion. However, various complications, such as mucus development, electrolyte imbalances and increased potential for malignant transformation, are associated with these techniques. Bladder-preserving treatments such as radio and chemotherapy are also often promoted in the interest of the quality of life of the patients. Tissue engineering has concentrated on the reconstruction of bladder tissue over the past two decades, and substantial progress has been made in this area[58,59]. In the meantime, 3D printing just found its role in the post-operative evaluation of a novel Y-pouch neobladder, as reported by Bejrananda et al. The 3D-printed neobladder model enabled evaluation for structural and functional reconstructive outcomes of the neobladder[60].

Kim et al. had developed a 3D-printed cancer cell culture environment that successfully demonstrated a similar basal action and cell-to-cell interaction with which could be seen in the in vivo environment. This 3D-cultured cancer cells exhibited higher resistance and lower sensitivity to chemotherapy than the 2D-cultured cancer cells. These findings showed that 3D may improve bladder cancer treatment by allowing a more accurate drug response evaluation as well as prediction of specific personal responses to drugs[61].

Lurie et al. developed a 3D cancerous bladder phantom with multiple features, including the macroscale structure, microscale topology, subsurface microstructure, optical characteristics, optical properties, and size (Figure 3B)[62]. Using 3DP for the molds and spin-coating of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for the phantom fabrication, the irregular structure of the phantom could be generated. The used techniques and materials resulted in a bladder phantom that could model realistic imaging conditions, either with optical coherence tomography (OCT) or white light cystoscopy (WLC), of bladder cancers[62].

5.3. Prostate

(1) Prostate biopsy

The primary alternative for diagnosing prostate cancer is transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) guided prostate biopsy. With existing conventional approaches, however, prostate sampling at the anterior, midline, and apex sections often leads to underdiagnosis of clinically important disease. Wang et al. utilized 3DP technology to help early prostate cancer diagnosis, which dramatically increased the rate of biopsy and avoided missed diagnosis of high-risk prostate cancer. The 3D printing technique accurately replicates the 3D image and shows the tumor’s location, size, and morphology intuitively by adding clear resin materials[62].

(2) Prostatectomy

Porpiglia et al. tested the face and content validity on the use of 3D-printed prostate cancer models before robot-assisted radical prostatectomy. The models displayed the prostatic glands, the cancer and the neurovascular bundles (NVB) configuration. Before performing live prostatectomy surgery at the 5th Techno-Urology Meeting, surgeons appeared on the screen with a live audio link to the auditorium with the 3D-printed models in their hands, enabling provokers, moderators, and attendants to actively participate in the surgical training. Surgeons and congress participants filled out the F&C Validity Questionnaire, made of open-ended questions of ten-point ranking Likert scales. Analysis of the collected 144 questionnaires showed a good result regarding both surgical planning and anatomical accuracy. It means that 3DP technology was considered to be a useful tool in surgical planning strategy[63].

Shin et al. proved the concept by building five translucent 3D-printed prostate cancer models that visualized the location, size, and extent of the index cancer lesion. The life-size reality of the models made surgeons understand the distance or proximity of the index lesion, the prostate capsule, and NVB more readily. Accurate concordance between the models and the histological index lesion location and extension resulted in negative margins[64]. This result was in accordance with the IDEAL Phase 2a study outcome conducted by Chandak et al.[65] Individuals with limited experience, such as surgical trainees, would find the prostate cancer models (Figure 3D) more comprehensible compared to MRI[66].

5.4. Ureter

(1) Ureteral stents

Stent size selection is of importance as an incorrect selection of stent length election may lead to urinary discomfort, voiding symptoms, and stent migration. Del Junco et al. characterized the flow characteristics of a novel 3D-printed ureteral stents with the conventional Double-J (DJ) stents in an ex vivo porcine model. Although several limitations were found, their results demonstrated that the mean total flow rates represented by the 3D-printed stents were comparable to the conventional stents. Continued technological and material advances will allow for a functional ureteral 3D-printed stent[67].
(2) Vesicoureteral reflux (VUR)

The most crucial side effect of stents is VUR as it can cause urinary tract infections, which can lead to pyelonephritis. An anti-reflux uretreal stent with a 3D-printed polymeric flap valve was successfully developed and manufactured by Park et al. The proposed stent consisted of a 7 French DJ stent and a polymer flap valve. Two complete DJ stents were prepared, the uncoated valve (UCV) and the parylene C coated valve (PCV). Both stents were tested and contrasted with an intact DJ stent in terms of flow path, parylene coating and side holes of the stent. The in vitro results showed that the suggested stent effectively stopped backward flow with a slight decrease in forward flow[68].

(3) Ureteral stone

Kuroda et al. made use of a 3D-printed model for selecting the best percutaneous approach on managing an allograft ureteral stone case. A model-assisted antegrade ureteroscopic lithotomy was successfully conducted. The 3D-printed model managed to aid in a safe and effective stone removal procedure[69].

5.5. Urethra

(1) Urethral injury

It is not easy even for the most experienced surgeon to find the posterior urethra when performing urethroplasty anastomosis. The available two-dimensional imaging complicates prediction in which direction the posterior urethra might be pulled. Joshi et al. created 3D-printed urethral models of ten pelvic fracture urethral injury (PFUI) patients. A survey was conducted asking whether the models were useful for them to carry out a preoperative assessment. The collected data suggested that 3DP might help understand complex anatomies of the posterior urethra, such as re-redo PFUI, bulbar necrosis, rectourethral fistula, young girls with urethrovaginal fistula, bladder neck injury, and double block. 3DP might also help the evaluation of posterior urethra’s distance from the rectum, length of the urethral gap, relation to the posterior urethra, and the direction of displacement of the urethra and whether inferior pubectomy was required or not[70].

Not only for phantoms, 3DP for urethral injuries was also used to fabricate urethra-related medical devices, meatal dilator. Meatal dilator is used to treat meatal stenosis. Meatal stenosis is a urethral abnormality in which the opening of urethra is narrowed. Although mostly caused by infection, meatal stenosis can also be caused by injuries. Chen et al. replicated a discontinued meatal urethral dilator in Australia using ME and PBD techniques (Figure 3E)[71]. The ME technique used was the fused deposition modeling (FDM), while the used PBD technique was selective laser sintering (SLS). The ME technique fabricated dilators made of poly-lactic acid (PLA) and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS). Meanwhile, the PBD technique fabricated dilators made of nylon. Mechanical testing of all materials showed that the nylon made by PBD was surprisingly tough and elastic, comparable with the conventionally manufactured device, whereas PLA and ABS made by ME was mechanically weak and inconsistently structured[72].

(2) Urethral structure

Zhang et al. proposed a new urethra bio-production technique using 3D bioprinting technology that combines spatially urothelial cells (UC) and smooth muscle cells (SMC) to recreate the structure and function of the native urethra. For the 3D bio-printed urethra test, where UC and SMC cells were extracted from rabbit bladder biopsy, they used rabbits as animal models. This research provided a strong basis for future 3D bioprinting studies of the urethra, where the mechanical properties and cell growth of the engineered biomimetic urethra could be optimized in vitro for urethral implantation begin with animal models and hopefully ending in future implantations in patients[71].

(3) Urethral dynamics

Ishii et al. had designed an anatomically accurate and deformable urethra phantom, capable of simulating male prostatic urethra’s geometric, mechanical, and hydrodynamic characteristics. Due to benign prostatic hyperplasia, these phantoms were created for the normal urethra and an obstructed urethra (BPH). Ultrasound imaging was then conducted over various planes to determine the morphology of the constructed phantoms. To visually observe the flow profile within the urinary tract, color Doppler imaging was also conducted. Their study showed that the fabricated phantoms could simulate urinary tract deformation, as BPH phantom managed to show reduced urethral deformation as well as higher flow velocities. These scientific advancements may eventually improve the treatment of patients with lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS)[27].

5.6. Penis

(1) Penile cancer

Penile carcinoma is rare. For a localized tumor, the optimal treatment choice with local control rates above 90% is considered to be complete or partial penectomy with a safe 5-10 mm margin. Unfortunately, radical surgical techniques have a profound influence on the psychosexual side and quality of life of patients, so therapeutic methods such as partial penectomy, external beam radiation therapy, and interstitial brachytherapy are more commonly suggested.
A penile surface mold brachytherapy technique using a custom 3D-printed high-dose-rate (HDR) brachytherapy applicator and its clinical outcome in an early patient cohort was identified by D’Alimonte et al. This approach gave the patient a non-invasive ambulatory procedure with minimal pain during each application. This choice made the opportunity to imagine the treatment with simple applicators on the setup an alternative to current approaches to treatment.

(2) Penile reconstruction

Yu et al. indicated that for tunica albuginea replacement, 3D-printed polycaprolactone (PCL) scaffolds seeded with fibroblast cells would be feasible. The tensile strength of a scaffold built with an oblique pattern will be greater. The biocompatibility and strength of two kinds of PCL scaffolds built using a 3D bioprinting technique were assessed in this preliminary analysis. All the scaffolds had a well-defined architecture and a homogeneous porous structure, based on their findings. Fibroblast cells were well attached, proliferated, and differentiated in the PCL scaffolds. These findings indicate that 3D-printed PCL scaffolds may be used for tissue engineering applications in the field of sexual medicine.

5.7. Adrenal

(1) Adrenalectomy

Partial adrenalectomy (PA) as a key in managing adrenal gland diseases still has weaknesses. When doing a partial resection, there was a risk of tumor recurrence and the patient may also require hormone replacement. To achieve good functional results after a PA, determining the resection limit and the volume of the residual gland is therefore important.

Srougi et al. reported a successful partial adrenalectomy using a pre-operative 3D-printed model. Neither intraoperative nor post-operative complications were present. The operation time was 190 min, with bleeding estimated at < 50 ml. This single case demonstrates a new technique that could maximize the functional effects of a partial adrenalectomy.

6. Discussion

A new era of clinical treatments has been created by relatively recent discoveries in imaging and surgical system technology at the hands of urologists and the concurrent growth of 3D technology has contributed to its incorporation into other areas of urological care. To the best of our knowledge, this review is the first to present and discuss the application of 3D technology in every urinary system organ. 3D is a rapidly evolving new technology which has shown great promise in the medical and surgical fields. This may be most important in surgical decision-making and preparation for difficult cases in urology field, undoubtedly to avoid any adverse effects.

However, the use of 3D technology in the development of urological models, phantoms, and appliances requires thorough and comprehensive strategies. In terms of value for money, the selection of 3D printer must be considered meticulously since each type of 3D printers has its own trade-off. For instance, the purchase of SLA 3D printer may deliver smoother and more delicate products with faster production time compared to extrusion printers. However, the price for one unit of SLA 3D printer is relatively more expensive than one unit of extrusion printer, as well as their consumable goods. In this case, a urology research center should define the preference, whether the delicacy of the 3D products or cost efficiency.

In terms of technological aspects, urologists do not have adequate experience to segment medical images and print 3D models of patient anatomy. Therefore, it is important for the urologists to collaborate with engineers in the field of 3D modeling and 3D printing technology. Such collaboration may strengthen both clinical and technical aspects of the 3D models, phantoms, and appliances.

Material selection in 3D is not always straightforward. For example, for truly mimicking soft tissues, especially the mechanical properties, 3D requires flexible materials. However, flexible materials, such as thermal polyurethane (TPU) and thermoplastic elastomer (TPE), are not easy to proceed. Pre-adjustment processes are needed. Apart from this issue, some materials require post-processing to be fully biocompatible. In addition, some materials cannot withstand sterilization procedures, such as autoclave sterilization. Polylactic acid (PLA) is one of the materials that failed to preserve its integrity due to high temperature and high pressure of an autoclave.

In addition, specific regulation guidelines are still rarely enforced and limited in the usage of customized 3D-printed medical devices, which may contribute to medical misconducts.

7. Conclusion

3D printing technology may bring remarkable changes in medical fields, and particularly in for the phantom and device development of organ-specified appliances in urology. Nevertheless, further studies are needed to explore broader knowledge about the desirable functionalities and clinical outcomes of 3D-printed materials and products. As 3D technology continues to grow the potential of personalized surgery from research institutions to regular urological practice, the years ahead will be an exciting time.
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